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Lin Ziming sneered disdainfully, scornfully contempt for Zhong Tao, a
greedy and fearful person.
Then he directly lifted Zhong Tao from the pit and walked towards the
crowd.
When everyone saw Lin Ziming walking back unharmed with Zhong Tao in
one hand, they were all stunned, their scalp numb and shivering.
Especially Ma Kaiyu, Chen Xiao and others, now they are scared to death,
and they are directly limp on the ground.
As for the others, they were so scared that they had no idea of
  resistance. They turned around and wanted to run, and they no longer
wanted to face the great demon king Lin Ziming anymore!
But Lin Ziming’s words made them all stand on the spot as if they had been
tapped.
“Whoever dares to take another step, I will kill him.”
This sentence is like an imperial decree, an absolute command, which makes
them stop instinctively and dare not run anymore.
Lin Ziming was really terrified.
Throwing Zhong Tao at Ma Kaiyu’s feet casually, Lin Ziming looked at Ma
Kaiyu and others with a smile, and said, “It seems that the backer you are
looking for is not very good.”
“Lin Lin Lin Lin… Lin Dong…” Ma Kaiyu can speak now, his face is pale,
his talking teeth are constantly fighting, his legs are weak, and he kneels
down with a thump. He turned his nose into tears and begged for mercy,
“Lin Dong, we are wrong. We shouldn’t do anything wrong. We shouldn’t
fight against Lin Dong. I beg Lin Dong to have a lot of it and let us go a
dog… ”
He begged for mercy while kowtow, he was completely dignified, and at
this time, being alive is the most important thing!
With his lead, the others also began to kneel down, begging Lin Ziming for
mercy, and begged Lin Ziming’s forgiveness.
As if being blown down by the wind, after Ma Kaiyu and Chen Xiao and
other big men knelt down, the remaining thousands of younger brothers also
knelt down, kowtow to Lin Ziming, begging for forgiveness.
This scene was extremely shocking. Lin Ziming stood alone, and a group of
people knelt down to him. At this moment, Lin Ziming was the monarch,
controlling the life and death of these people.
Wang Shougui, Han Jinlong and others on the side saw this scene, their
hearts were surging, and they were extremely excited, their entire faces
flushed!
They have never seen such a scene before, it is too shocking, too much
subversion!
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You know, these are big bosses in front of you, each with a net worth of
more than ten billion yuan, with a huge power, stomping your feet can cause
an earthquake in a place, and countless people have to rely on their breath to
survive.
But now, he actually kneeled before Lin Ziming like this, with dignity,
sincere and fear, and became a prisoner. He only asked for Lin Ziming’s
forgiveness and spared their life.
Lin Ziming stood with his hands on his hands, glanced at them, and said
lightly: “I think you were all arrogant just now. It’s taking me down. Why
are you kneeling now.”
Hearing Lin Ziming’s words, Ma Kaiyu and the others were even more
horrified, and at the same time they regretted it to the extreme. They had
known that Lin Ziming had become such a metamorphosis. They gave them
a hundred courage, and they didn’t dare to go against Lin Ziming!
Ma Kaiyu knocked his head desperately on the ground, with every effort, he
knocked his head blood dripping, and his head became dizzy. He didn’t dare
to stop, and kept saying: “Dong Lin, please forgive me. .”
Others also kowtow hard. The richer people are, the more afraid they are of
death. They are afraid of death to their bones.
Lin Ziming said coldly: “If you do something wrong, you have to take
responsibility. If you dare to fight against me, you must pay the price.”
Hearing Lin Ziming’s words, a glimmer of vitality emerged in their hearts,
and at the same time they felt heartache. According to Lin Ziming’s
meaning, they were bleeding heavily!
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